The effect of an external bias voltage and fluctuating electromagnetic fields on both the fundamental frequency and damping of cantilever vibrations is considered. An external voltage induces surface charges causing cantileversample electrostatic attraction. A similar effect arises from charged defects in dielectrics that cause spatial fluctuations of electrostatic fields. The cantilever motion results in charge displacements giving rise to Joule losses and damping. It is shown that the dissipation increases with decreasing conductivity and thickness of the substrate, a result that is potentially useful for sample diagnostics. Fluctuating electromagnetic fields between the two surfaces also induce attractive (Casimir) forces. It is shown that the shift in the cantilever fundamental frequency due to the Casimir force is close to the shift observed in recent experiments of Stipe et al. Both the electrostatic and Casimir forces have a strong effect on the cantilever eigenfrequencies, and both effects depend on the geometry of the cantilever tip. We consider cylindrical, spherical, and ellipsoidal tips moving parallel to a flat sample surface. The dependence of the cantilever effective mass and vibrational frequencies on the geometry of the tip is studied both numerically and analytically.
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Quantum effects in a single-spin OSCAR MRFM We calculated the tip-sample attractive force due to the following mechanisms: (a) Electrostatic force T voltage between metallic tip and sample generated by bias voltage V. • Found explicit dependence of attractive force on voltage, distance, and tip geometry.
• Corrected previous results on Casimir force by Dorofeev et al. (PRB, 1999 ).
• Found that T defects weakly depends on distance d, and may exceed the Casimir force.
Results:
Effect of attractive force T on fundamental frequency mode of cantilever 
, E -density, cross-section area, moment of inertia, Young's modulus of cantilever.
Dependences of cantilever frequency and effective mass on bias voltage for cylindrical geometry. Results:
• Found dependences of cantilever fundamental frequency and effective mass on voltage and distance.
• Demonstrated that cantilever frequency shift in Stipe et al. (2001) can be explained by our results on dependence (d) for Casimir force. 
